
Our customers 
transport more product
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2. GRAHAM LUSTY TRAILERS

Graham Lusty Trailers offer you over 
100 years combined experience in the 
aluminium trailer industry. Through 
our expert knowledge comes a market 
leading product.

Every trailer is built using the latest 
technology to produce the highest quality 
trailer. We employ over 70 skilled workers 
who design and hand build each trailer in 
our Brisbane facility.

Engineering  .  Innovation  .  Quality
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Our Builds
We manufacture quality custom 
freight trailers. We do this through 
innovation and highly skilled people 
so our customers can enjoy lighter tare 
weights for higher payloads.

CUSTOM: 
Our team can help you create the 
custom trailer for your needs.

QUALITY: 
We only use the best materials 
and have dedicated skilled people. 
Our attention to detail and 
collaborative processes mean your 
trailer will be fi t for purpose and 
retain value.

 INNOVATIVE: 
Our constant innovations allow us 
to improve tare weight to strength 
ratios and ensure the safest work 
environments for your team.
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LIQUID SPEC: 
Tubs specially made to handle the stress of fluid-based goods. Front sheets and side walls are specially rounded and 
joined to take the pressure of liquids. Rear doors are equipped with seven fi nger locks running off two air rams to seal the 
back end. Manual juice lock options are also available. 

TUB OPTIONS: 
Every tub is customised with plate thickness to suit your application. GLT offers rock sheeting, QuickSilver®, wear plate 
and rounded front and side sheets. If you are wanting high cubic capacity, please talk to us about your particular 
requirements. 

WALL OPTIONS: 
Select from either plate with standard lower extrusion or pressed lower curve for 100kg reduction in tare weight over a 30-
foot trailer. If you require super strong, impact resistant and extra high walls, our plank option will fi t the bill.

TRAILER FINISH OPTIONS: 
Every business has a particular brand image. Choose from either painted sheets, vinyl wrapped sheets or our clean 
aluminium fi nishes. In the aluminium fi nish range, the platinum mill bright sheet is a special import from Europe with its 
mirror like fi nish. 

AXLES AND SUSPENSION: 
GLT are an authorised Hendrickson dealer and carry the full range of spare parts. Axles and suspension contribute greatly 
to the overall tare weight of the trailer. Hendrickson in some cases is 120kg lighter. Brands such as BPW, SAF and K-Hitch 
can be fi tted at your request.

A range of custom options
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TARPS: 
Choose from the large range of tarp types, materials 
and colours. Roll-over with pelmets, QLD style with 
flaps, retractable and hooded hydraulic. Electric 
controls also available. Tarp support options include 
flex bows, steel and aluminium bows, and air flip-
over bars. 

LIGHTS: 
Stand out on the highway with custom light options. 
All trailers are equipped with LED lights as standard. 
Popular placements are top of tailgates and both 
upper and lower side coamings. Work lights also 
available inside and outside of the tubs. 

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY: 
Working in WHS sensitive areas? We offer options 
such as in-cabin controls for air tailgates, air grain 
locks, hydraulic diverters and electric tarps. Select 
from low mount parrot beak handles for two-way 
tailgates, access doors, lock out valves, body locks 
and trailer mounted video cameras. Talk to our team 
about your particular needs.
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B-Double
An industry standard. The GLT 19m and 26m B-Doubles are confi gured 
to your specifi cations. Choose from a range of lead and tag units to 
maximise your payload potential. 19m end tipper confi gurations can 
be built as light as 9.4 tonnes. 26m end tippers as light as 13.5 tonnes. 
See the following pages for our lead and tag unit range.
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Slider
Our Slider is a versatile unit. It can be used as a lead trailer in a B-Double confi guration or it 
can be shortened and used in a Road Train confi guration when a Ringfeder is installed.

Chassis Tipper
Our Chassis Tipper comes in a range of sizes to suit your needs. Paired up with a lead 
unit or as a tag, you will have the ability to haul a range of goods effi ciently and achieve 
greater profi ts. The Chassis Tipper ranges from 6 tonnes. Available in straight, wedge or 
drop deck version.
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Tip Over Axle
Our Tip Over Axle is a popular lightweight unit. Paired with a Slider, this low tare B-Double 
combination will give you maximum payload capacity. Our chassis-less aluminium hanger 
option will remove a further 300kg out of the unit. This type of trailer can also be designed 
to run in a road train confi guration.

Rollback
Our Rollback is an ideal choice for operators wanting the lightest weight lead unit 
available, approx. 7 tonnes. Paired with a Tip Over Axle, this B-Double has exceptionally 
low tare. The Rollback is ideal in a B-Double combination or as the second / middle unit in 
an AB Triple combination.
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Straight body
Simple and light. Our straight bodies are the lightest in Australia. Talk to us about our 
options to increase strength and decrease weight including pressed lower curves and plank 
sides.

Drop Deck
The Drop Deck is high volume and low centre of gravity. Choose from either a Chassis Tipper 
or Tip Over Axle confi guration. The standard drop is 250mm or it can be customised to suit 
your requirements. The drop deck will slightly increase tare weight by less than 100kg over a 
straight body. 
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Dolly
 Our range includes low tare tandem and tri axle dollies to suit your needs. Customise 
your dolly by choosing from Hendrickson, K-Hitch, SAF or BPW axle and suspension 
combinations. Each dolly can be fi tted with either a 50mm tow eye coupling or a type 480 
BPW clamp style tow eye. Special options on our dollies include steps, handles, decks and 
air-assisted dolly pull.

Wedge
Our Wedge design is unique in the tipper market. 
The trailer floor has a tapered drop from the front 
sheet to the rear door. This body option will give 
you a similar capacity to a drop deck but has a flat 
floor. Choose from either a Chassis Tipper or Tip 
Over Axle confi guration.
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Side Tippers
Purpose built for the coal mining sector or sand and gravel. Each unit is designed to suit 
your application from 25m and 26m B-Double, AB Triple and Road Trains.

Redi-Tip
Want faster turnaround times between tipping?

Our Redi-Tip B-Double is our most versatile high-volume tipper unit. There is no need to 
leave your cabin when using the Redi-Tip with jack-knife tipping, electric tarps and air 
operated tailgate fi nger locks come as standard. The unit is also available with the liquid 
spec option. The tag unit uses our specially designed step-down chassis which allows you 
to carry greater volumes while maintaining a lower centre of gravity. 

Our tandem axle 19m Redi-Tip B-Double is a great option for general access routes.
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Bottom Dump
Our Bottom Dump B-Double trailer can weigh as little as 9.75 tonnes. Specifi cally 
constructed using a combination of 700 grade steel and 5083 aluminium plate, this unit is 
light and strong. The custom designed steel is used in the king pin section and suspension 
module. These units can be confi gured in a B-Double, Road Train and C Train combination.

Flat Top Belly Tanker
Excellent for both liquids and general bulk goods. Our Flat Top Belly Tankers are custom 
built to suit your needs. Our designs allow for an even distribution of weight when fully 
loaded. We use minimal amounts of 700 grade steel in the chassis to keep the tare weight 
low. 

Capacities range from 12,000 litres to 26,000 litres with 14 to 22 pallets on the top decks.
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Race Car Transporter
Our design team will work with you to customise your trailer. Air conditioning, 
14KVA generator, hydraulic tailgate and keyless entry all standard. Chassis-
less options available for increased underfloor storage on some layouts.

Walking Floor
We purpose build every walking floor for the application. We offer a range of options to 
allow you to haul products such as rubbish, woodchips and construction waste. Available 
in both tri and quad axle confi gurations. Walls can be fabricated from either aluminium 
planks or plate.
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PBS 
Solutions
The Performance Based Scheme 
(PBS) was introduced in 2013. 
Since then GLT has developed 
and maintained a productive 
working relationship with 
the National Heavy Vehicle 
Regulator (NHVR) who 
manages the scheme. We 
have a range of PBS approved 
designs ready to go.

Our range of PBS pre-approved designs include:

 ✓ Truck Body

 ✓ 4 Axle Dog. Available in Tip Over Axle or 
Chassis Tipper

 ✓ 5 Axle Dog. The ultimate blend of style, 
quality and functionality. 

 ✓ 6 Axle Dog. This combination is a Class 4 
vehicle in Western Australia.

 ✓ A Double Tandem and Tri Axle units

 ✓ AB Triple and Quad units



Our latest innovations
“We are always trying to think outside the square to deliver more 
for our customers,” Graham Lusty, CEO.

 High volume tipper
Aimed specifi cally at the waste transfer and high-volume 
markets, the trailer’s centre of mass stays within the footprint of 
the wheel base throughout the tipping process. A module design, 
each unit can be easily customised to suit the application, from 
wood-chip through to high impact builders’ waste.

 64-foot easy steer walking floor
With a unique self-steering tri-axle combination and Electronic 
Breaking system, this unit is much lighter than the standard 
B-Double moving floor.



PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN

All of our trailers are built in Brisbane.

179 – 181 Magnesium Drive, Crestmead, QLD 
1300 731 442
sales@gltq.com.au
grahamlustytrailers.com.au

OR FIND US ON


